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Granicus Is Transforming how Government and 
People Connect Digitally 

Web Comms Serv ices Mtgs Records

“Connecting”
with 

government-

provided 
information and 

services

“Serving”
the public’s 

needs & 

interests since 
1999.

250M+ 
PEOPLE

Across the U.S. 

and U.K.

500K+ 
GOVIES

Across 4,500 
agencies

Civic Engagement Platform

Consulting
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Questions

Submit your 

questions via the 

Zoom Q&A 

console.

Chat

Your peers are in 

the chat. We 

encourage you to 

connect there!

Connecting & Interacting Today

See additional 

resources and chat 

after the webinar

GovCommunity
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Today’s Speakers

Nick Geier

Manager

Granicus Experience Group



Setting the Stage



What made you decide to 

open your last “non-work” 

email?

Poll



What You Are Up Against

● In a 2021 study by Pew Research 

Center surrounding misinformation on 

the internet, "Looking ahead to 2035, 

will digital spaces and people’s use of 

them be changed in ways that 

significantly serve the public good?"

○ 61% of respondents said “yes”

○ 39% of respondents said “no”

● New platforms and news outlets 
constantly producing content. How 

do people know what to trust?

● Must follow best practices to reach 

readers with accurate information

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2021/11/22/the-

future-of-digital-spaces-and-their-role-in-democracy/

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2021/11/22/the-future-of-digital-spaces-and-their-role-in-democracy/


This creates both 
a challenge and 
opportunity for 
government agencies

Professionals check their 

email 15 times per day. 

Every 37 minutes.

According to Harvard Bus. Review

https://hbr.org/2019/01/how-to-spend-way-less-time-on-email-every-day


Demand for Improved Experience is on the Rise

“This focus on customer experience will not only improve the delivery, 
efficiency, security, and effectiveness of our Government programs, it will 

advance equity and enhance everyday interactions with public services and 
uplift the lives of those who need it the most.” 

- President Joe Biden, The Biden-Harris Management Agenda Vision

Necessary Improvements for Transformation
Under-communicating leads to calls and overwhelmed staff

Demand for Better Customer Experience 
Pressure to align strategies securely to the executive order

Build Trust for When it is Needed Most
Lack of proactive outreach at critical times or on crit ical issues

Putting people at the center of everything the government does
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govDelivery Digital Maturity Model
Grow beyond newsletters. Capture data to segment audiences. Guide 

constituents through complex online services.

granicus.com 11



Email conversion funnel 
basics

● Marketing emails have predictable 

drop-offs between each stage of 

the conversion funnel

● Building higher engagement comes 

from expanding your audience and 

applying best practices to drive 

opens and clicks

Received 

Opened

Read

Clicked



Know your goals

● Before your sit down to write your 
email, it’s important to consider 
your goals

○ How do you hope this email will 
contribute to your overall outreach 
strategy?

○ What action do you want your 
audience to take?

● Keep these goals in the back of 
your mind when creating content, 
and make sure your audience is 
clear on the action you want them 
to take.



Anatomy of an Email



Capture Audience Attention and Convey Relevant Information

From: World War One Centennial Commission
Date: October 1, 2018

To: John Smith
Subject: Welcome and thank you for subscribing.

Thank you for subscribing to messages from the U.S. World War One…

Consistent branding

Compelling call-to-action

Clear, concise & clean prose

Email subscription button

Subscription management links

• Trusted “from” line

• Clear & compelling subject
• Strong pre-header

Compelling call-to-action

Professional graphics or strong photo

3. Footer

2. Body

1. Header

Anatomy of an Email



Email Header

From name is trusted, familiar
Make it clear the message comes from you, a 

reputable and credible source

Clear subject line, 60 characters or less
Use a subject line to (1) capture readers attention (2) avoid 

spam filters 

Pre-header 75 characters or less
Capture your audience with a clear or 

compelling teaser. Most email clients auto 
preview the first few words of your email. 
govDelivery features a preheader field for 

control over the text that displays. 

Successful engagement begins before your subscriber opens your message. Unrecognizable 

“from” lines, unclear subjects, or non-descriptive pre-headers will cause your audience to 

delete or ignore your message.



Email Header
Connecting with Audiences & Driving Engagement

64%
Users who say the main 

reason they open an email is 
the subject line. 

(Sour ce: Unbounce)

20% 
Increase in open rates when 

using a contextual 
preheader during testing with 

Michigan Department of 
Natural Resources. 

(Source: Granicus)



Easy to read, by design. Putting it all together.

Consistent Branding
Ensure your audience immediately recognizes your 
organization. This builds your brand and leverages credibility. 

Mobile-friendly layout
Use a single 500-700 px wide column for optimized mobile 
reading and scrolling. 

Text is easy to read
We suggest using a 14 - 16px font for body copy and 20 -
26px for headers. Use generous spacing between the lines 

of text (called leading). 

Most important information comes first
Most important information is in the top 2-4 inches of the 
email (300-500 pixels).

Images convey context
High-quality images and graphics attract interest and 
quickly convey subject matter. They have a significant 

impact on whether people consume your content. If 
possible, photos should feature one or two faces. 



65% when paired 
with a relevant 

image.

10 % of what you 
hear or read 

alone.

You remember

Email Body: Using Images

That increases to



when paired with a 
relevant image.

of what you hear 
or read alone.

You remember

Email Body: Using Images

65%10%

That increases to



Images in bulletins:

• Simple & relatable

• Use faces when possible, focus on one or 

two

• Avoid clipart-like graphics

For govDelivery:

• JPG and PNG files

• Minimum of 72 DPI

• No wider than the width of your 

columns

Email Body: Using Images



Make clicking 
easy

Use icons and bold clickable elements
Use arrows, buttons, images and icons to draw attention and 

encourage action. Consider larger buttons over linked text. 50 
– 75 pixels square should get the job done.

Obvious calls to action
Include a clear and compelling call to action such as “Learn 

more” or “Register today.” Messages typically have one call to 
action, but you may have a secondary or complimentary one.

Email Body: Call to Action

✓ Clear

✓ Large

✓ Visual



1. Begin with a short and relevant headline

2. Keep your email to a few paragraphs

a. If you have a long story or 
announcement, try writing shorter 
teaser summaries and then link to 
the full story on a page of your 
website or landing page.

3. Include numbered lists to spread out 
content

4. Let images speak for you

5. Conclude your email with a clear call to 
action

Email Body: Less is More



Plain language guidelines

1. Use commonly understandable words; avoid government or corporate jargon

2. Use the fewest words necessary to get your point across and ensure there is no redundancy

3. Keep length of sentences to 20 words or under

4. When reading your writing, ask yourself: Is this easy to consume? Is this easy to read 
quickly?

5. Read your writing aloud; this will reveal redundancies, lack of transitions, and poor sentence 
structure 

The Plain Language Act requires federal agencies to employ “clear Government 
communication that the public can understand and use.” Not only is it the law, it also 

increases the success of your email outreach because it is easier for your audience to digest 

and understand.

To ensure you are writing your emails in plain language, follow the guidelines below:



Welcome Messages

• A welcome message sets the tone for 

subscribers early on so that they can be 

prepped and ready for future 

communications.

• Organizations can expect that median 

welcome messages will have around a 
55% higher open rate and 133% higher 

click rate



Importance of Reporting



How often do you 

review reporting 

metrics of your 

communications 

efforts?

Poll



Understand how 

to spend your time
Improve the ROI of 

your efforts

Improve your results

Why reporting?

Reporting is the basic practice of pulling data from your messages to 

gather insights and inform communications strategy.



How fast, given new subscribers and 
unsubscribes, is your audience growing? 

Where is that audience coming from? What 

topics are they most interested in?

Subscriber Growth

How many people are opening your emails? Is 
that changing over time? Does your 

audience’s interest align with what you are 

trying to promote?

Open Rate

How many people are clicking on a link in your 
email? Which links are generating the most clicks? 

How is that changing over time?

Click Rate

What action are you ultimately 
trying to get people to take? Are 

you email efforts moving the 

needle here?

Ultimate Goal

Are your emails referring people to 
your website? What is the quality 

of that traffic?

Website Traffic

Key Metrics



Gathering Basic Insights

Open Rate

• A high open rate indicates a persuasive subject line and pre-
header

• Track your open rates over time to create a benchmark for 

yourself – this will allow you to determine if future emails are more 

or less successful

• Considerations (iOS changes) and future of open rates

Click Rate

• A high click rate indicates a concise email body and a 

compelling call-to-action

• You should also track your click rates over time – if they begin to 

trend downwards, you should consider making changes to the 

body text of your emails

https://granicus.com/blog/apple-devices-and-the-future-of-open-rates/


Metrics Reports in govDelivery

Accessing a Bulletin 

Detail Report

• To access a Bulletin 

Detail Report, click 

on the 'Sent' tab on 

the 'Bulletins' page.

• Choose a bulletin 

and click on 'VIEW 

REPORT.'

Reporting allows you to track the effectiveness of your messaging and refine your 

communications strategy over time. GovDelivery gives you the ability to quickly pull bulletin 

reports that offer useful data and insights.



Bulletin Detail Report

1

2

3

Bulletin details:
This section gives you the bulletin's general 
information, like its subject, topics, and send time. 

You can also save a PDF of the report for 

distribution or access the recipient details section, 
which gives you a spreadsheet with the email 

addresses of each recipient.

Email overview:
This section provides high-level data for the 

bulletin. You can see total recipients, delivery 
percentage, and the email's open and click 

rates.

Bulletin analytics:
Here, you can see more specific data concerning 

the email's open and clicks. Unique opens and 
clicks only count the first time that a recipient 

opens an email or clicks a link. This number is used 
to calculate open and click rate.

1

2

3



Other Reports in govDelivery

govDelivery offers several other reporting options that can help you analyze 

your outreach:

• Bulletin Analytics: Shows aggregate metrics for all bulletins sent

• Subscriber Activity: Shows subscriber origin and growth

• Deleted Subscriber: Tracks subscribers that have been deleted or unsubscribed

• Topic & Category: Shows subscriber count in topics/categories over time

• Questions: Shows all subscriber questions answers in the account



BETTER CITIZEN EXPERIENCES, DELIVERED.



STRATEGY &

PROGRAMS

DATA & 

INSIGHTS

CREATIVE & 

CONTENT

TRAINING & 

RESOURCES

Design, develop and
manage a sophisticated

program to enhance

the constituent experience 
across your owned 

channels.

Analyze data throughout
program strategy and

Management. Discover

insights for meaningful 
audience segmentation 

and message optimization.

Leverage our digital
content expertise to refine

or create email or SMS

messages, website content,
graphics, videos and more.

Leverage our expertise to 

build internal skills and 
capacity with custom best 

practice curriculum.

We discover better insights, build better experiences, and achieve better outcomes.

GXG is Granicus’ digital agency focused 

on customer experience & digital communications, 

providing consultation, human-centered strategies, 

data-driven insights & hands-on marketing services

https://granicus.com/experience-group/


How We Approach Content Strategy

We build content strategies to anticipate the 

questions and needs of those writing content 

now and in the future, whether that’s our 

team or yours. 

Common Inclusions & Considerations

• Content recommendations based on audit

o Data-driven information architecture

o Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

• Examples of "We sound like this, not this"

• Writing for the web best practices
o F-shaped patterns in how people skim pages

o Information hierarchy

• Site wide elements
o Formatting/page layout, including for press releases, 

publications, and reporting libraries

o Clear calls-to-action 

o Marketing landing page considerations

• Web accessibility



How We Create Content with Context



GOALS: Know where you are going

When developing a 

content strategy, it is 

important to first align 

around a set of goals.

These goals should support 

your overall agency goals 

and objectives. 

These goals will help inform 

what types and categories 

of content should be 

prioritized at different 

phases of the program. 



A persona is a snapshot of 

the needs, motivations, goals 

and pain points of 

your audience. 

Informed by research, these 

audience analysis tools add 

a human touch to data.

Understanding your 

audience will better inform 

content decision to fit your 

users’ needs. 

AUDIENCE: Know who you are talking to



Our journey maps will 

outline the key questions 

and actions an audience 

member would take in 

their experience with 

the county. 

These questions and 

actions are informed by 

the goals and pain points 

outlined in the personas, 

allowing you to understand 

what your audience needs.

JOURNEY: Know what you want them to do



CONTENT: Know what you are saying

With clearly defined goals 

and an understanding 

of audience needs, we 

develop content that 

meets their needs and 

drives the action you need.

Voice & Tone Workshop



Academies, Workshops & Governance
All are designed to foster collaboration and co-create a shared point of v iew across 

your teams on how best to manage content now and in the future. 

With our Digital Services Academy, your team will learn how to build and design forms 
from a user’s perspective. Our Writing for the Web workshops will giv e your teams a 

framework for evaluating and creating content. And our Governance Playbooks will 
be a useful reference tool for maintaining consistency or onboarding new team 
members.
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We're here to help

Contact us

If you're ready to take 

the next step in 
improved resident 

engagement reach 
out at granicus.com

Civic engagement across all 
channels

Tap into the 250 million 

resident subscriber network

Meet and exceed resident 

expectations

Improve agility in an ever-

changing environment

mailto:%20info@granicus.com
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Continue the Conversation
Hang out after on govCommunity

• Access additional
resources

• Ask questions about 
today’s lesson

• Brainstorm ideas with 
your peers

• Share best practices

community.granicus.com

https://community.granicus.com/


FEDERAL RISK AND AUTHORIZATION 

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM  (FedRAMP)

The first government-wide security authorization program that 

provides a standardized approach to security assessment, 

authorization and continuous monitoring. 

✓ CONSISTENT SECURITY STANDARDS

Two-Factor Authentication, IP Restrictions, Password Complexity/Age/Re-

use Configuration, FedRAMP Flag Upon Lo

✓ MEETS FEDERAL MANDATE REQUIREMENTS

Federal agencies must purchase cloud services from FedRAMP-

compliant CSPs

✓ COST SAVINGS

Eliminates the need to hire auditors or have your employees spend 

days reading system documentation.

certified



Thank you


